
7 bedroom Villa for sale in Nueva Andalucia, Málaga

Brand new villa with mountain views 
Introducing a remarkable contemporary villa boasting stunning mountain views in the esteemed residential area of
Parcelas del Golf, nestled within the Golf Valley of Nueva Andalucía. This brand new luxury property spans across
three levels, offering expansive interior spaces and vast terraces for your indulgence. Inside, you'll find 7 spacious
bedrooms, 6 elegant bathrooms, an ultramodern kitchen, and a seamlessly flowing open plan living room and dining
area. Outside, the villa is surrounded by enchanting Mediterranean gardens, a sizable swimming pool, a delightful
solarium, a BBQ area, and a rejuvenating Jacuzzi. This exquisite villa is equipped with a convenient lift granting access
to all levels and provides outdoor parking space for up to 5 vehicles.

An exceptional setting central to everything 
Situated in an exceptional setting, this property is centrally located, ensuring effortless access to all the desired
amenities. Whether you seek the vibrant energy of Puerto Banus and Marbella or the tranquility of your own private
oasis, this villa offers the best of both worlds. Within walking distance, you'll find an array of 5-star restaurants,
international schools, shops, and bars, making everyday life a breeze. Moreover, the neighborhood itself is highly
sought-after, offering a secure environment and access to exceptional golf courses, perfect for those seeking leisure
and exclusivity.

  7 bedrooms   6 bathrooms   1,090m² Build size
  1,300m² Plot size   Swimming Pool   immaculate condition
  close to shops   close to golf   close to all amenities
  fitted kitchen   air conditioning   beautiful garden
  garden   terrace   barbecue
  underground parking   private pool   lift
  fitted wardrobes   unfurnished   close to schools
  garden & pool views   jacuzzi   mountain views

4,995,000€
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